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FALL HOME FASHION HEATS UP HUES
3 EXPERT TIPS ADD COLOR TO YOUR LIVING SPACE
Written by: Karen LeBlanc, Design TV Host & Blogger/Writer

One easy and economical way to breathe new life into a boring space is with
color. This fall, from kitchen appliances to painted floors and ceilings, color
commands the center of attention in home fashion. In the design events that
I cover around the globe, I often pick the creative brains of TV design stars
and celebrity decorators. Their consensus on color is this—people are taking
artistic license with a rainbow of hues for inventive, original, rule-defying
color combinations and applications.
One needs only to survey the latest kitchen appliance launches to see the color
craze. Here are a few examples: Dacor is introducing its new DacorMatch™
Color System with wall ovens and ranges in custom hues from any color
swatch you submit. Big Chill has built an entire brand on retro-inspired
ovens, refrigerators and dishwashers in groovy colors including a patriotic
red, white and blue design. Smeg has a line of refrigerators in bright hues
from sunshine yellow to metallic gold. The color customization business
is booming as well. Caledioscope Color allows designers to custom color
fabric and wallpaper like a “paint by numbers” canvas.” Here are three
expert tips to add color to your living space

Color the “6th Surface” of Design:
Vern Yip, Interior Designer and Star of string of hit shows including TLC’s
“Trading Spaces, HGTV’s “Design Star” and “Live in Vern’s House,” says
people often overlook the design potential of the view above. Yip calls the
ceiling the “6th surface” of design and it’s a prime place to put your own
color stamp from painted solids or patterns to faux finishes. “We are tempted
to immediately gravitate towards color on the walls but you’ve got an entire
ceiling surface to think about. A room is not complete until you address all
six surfaces,” says Vern, who refers to his signature style as eclectic-collected.
“People are no longer sticking to one design rule they are switching it around
and having fun. It’s not about everything being traditional and everything
being contemporary. Mix it up and express yourself,” says Yip. He suggests
using color as the thread of continuity to pull the look together.

Paint the Floors:
Mary McDonald, Interior Designer and Star of Bravo’s “Million
Dollar Decorators” says don’t be afraid to paint what’s beneath
the feet. Part of McDonald’s signature look is the painted floor.
“Don’t be afraid of color and high contrast. Everybody loves
certain colors so use it on the ceiling or on a punch of color on
pillows. Don’t be afraid to pair a white chair with a dark chair,
high contrast is not something to shy away from,” advises
McDonald.

Create Unexpected Color Combinations:
Don’t be afraid to break the rules and invent new color
combinations to create your own color story. One on-trend
but odd combination is orange and blue. Consider combining
colors on opposite ends of the color wheel in unlikely pairings.
Pair blush tones with navy blue for a Yin and Yang effect. Try
ditching monochromatic palettes and play-it-safe neutrals and
play by your own rules with color in accessories, appliances
and surfaces.
Karen LeBlanc is a Design TV Host, Writer and Blogger. Her Blog
www.HouseSpiration.com tracks the latest design trends and news.
Follow Karen on twitter@karenleblanc and Facebook: WriterKarenLeblanc
for Daily Design Finds.
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